Abstract. We present a new constraint system called INES. Its constraints are conjunctions of inclusions t1 t2 between rst-order terms (without set operators) which are interpreted over non-empty sets of trees. The existing systems of set constraints can express INES constraints only if they include negation. Their satis ability problem is NEXPTIME-complete. We present an incremental algorithm that solves the satis ability problem of INES constraints in cubic time. We intend to apply INES constraints for type analysis for a concurrent constraint programming language.
Introduction
We propose a new constraint system called INES (Inclusions over Non-Empty Sets) and present an incremental algorithm to decide the satis ability of INES constraints in time O(n 3 ). INES constraints are conjunctions of inclusions t 1 t 2 between rst-order terms (without set operators) which are interpreted over the domain of non-empty sets of trees. In this paper we focus on sets of possibly in nite trees. All given results can be easily adapted to nite trees.
An INES-constraint t 1 t 2 is satis able over non-empty sets if and only if t 1 6 ;^t 1 t 2 is satis able over arbitrary sets. Note that the constraint t6 ; cannot be expressed by positive set constraints only 16]. The expressiveness of INES constraints is subsumed by that of set constraints with negation 9, 16] . In the case of nite trees, the satis ability problem of set constraints with negation is known to be decidable 1, 13] ; it is complete for nondeterministic exponential time 9, 10] . This result implies that the satis ability problem of INES constraints over sets of nite trees is decidable. The corresponding problem for in nite trees has not been considered before. We characterize the satis ability of INES constraints by a set of axioms such that an INES constraint is satis able over non-empty sets if and only if it is satis able in some model of these axioms. These axioms de ne a xpoint algorithm that closes a given input constraint under its consequences with respect to the axioms.
We prove that a constraint ' is satis able if and only if the algorithm with input ' does not derive ? as a consequence of '. All axioms (for in nite trees) will be discussed later in this introduction.
Sets versus Trees. The satis ability problems of several classes of rst-order formulae interpreted over trees and over non-empty sets of trees are closely related. The following two instances of this observation have inspired our choice of axioms or underly our proofs.
Equality constraints are conjunctions of equations t 1 =t 2 between rst-order terms. Over sets, they can be expressed by inclusion constraints due to antisymmetry of set inclusion (t 1 =t 2 $ t 1 t 2^t2 t 1 ). Actually, even the rstorder theories of equality constraints over trees and of equality constraints over non-empty sets of trees coincide. This follows from the complete axiomatization of the rst-order theory of equality constraints over trees 18, 19, 12] since its axioms also hold over non-empty sets of trees (but don't over possibly empty sets). There exists a natural interpretation of INES-constraint over tree like structures that we call tree pre xes. In a di erent context 6] tree pre xes are called B ohm trees (without -binders). Tree pre xes come with a natural ordering relation where the empty tree pre x is the greatest element. We prove that an INES constraint is satis able over non-empty sets of trees if and only if it is satis able over tree pre xes (where the inclusion symbol is interpreted as the inverse of the pre x ordering on tree pre xes).
Axioms. The rst two axioms we need postulate the re exivity and transitivity of the inclusion relation. We also assume the following decomposition axiom (here formulated for a binary function symbol f).
f(x; y) f(x 0 ; y 0 ) ! x x 0^y y 0 This axiom holds over non-empty sets of trees but not over possibly empty sets, since every variable assignment with (x) = ; or (y) = ; is a solution of f(x; y) f(x 0 ; y 0 ) but not necessarily of x x 0^y y 0 . An analogous statement holds for the following clash axiom.
f(x; y) g(x 0 ; y 0 ) ! ? for f 6 = g These axioms do not su ce to characterize the satis ability of INES constraints.
For instance, the unsatis ability of the constraint ' given by x g(x)^x g(y)ŷ z^z a is not derivable with these axioms alone. We need further axioms that use non-disjointness constraints t 1 6 j j t 2 de ned as t 1 \t 2 6 ;. For the nondisjointness relation we require re exivity and symmetry and a decomposition axiom as for the inclusion relation.
f(y; z)6 j jf(y 0 ; z 0 ) ! y6 j jy 0^z 6 j jz 0
Finally, we assume a clash axiom similar to the one for inclusion and require nondisjointness to be compatible with inclusion in the following sense.
x6 j j z^x y ! y6 j jz Now reconsider the constraint ' given above and observe that we can derive x6 j j x by re exivity, then x6 j j y by decomposition, and x6 j j z by compatibility. This yields a clash with x g(x)^z a. Plan of the Paper. In Section 2, we discuss relate work. In Section 3, we de ne the syntax and semantics of INES constraints and in Section 4, we present the axioms and the algorithm. In Section 5, we prove the completeness of our algorithm. In Section 6, we compare the interpretations of INES constraints over tree pre xes and over non-empty sets of trees. Due to space limitations, we omit the details of the proofs in the conference version of the paper. Appendix A gives an example illustrating program analysis for Oz with INES constraints. Appendix B contains the omitted proofs. Appendix C details how to implement the algorithm with incremental O(n 3 ) complexity. In Appendix D, we adapt the algorithm to the nite-tree case, and in Appendix E to a subclass of standard set constraints (interpreted over possibly empty sets of nite trees) with explicit non-emptiness constraints x6 ;. We also prove that satis ability of atomic set constraints (standard set constraints without set operators and negation) is invariant with respect to the choice of nite or in nite trees. 
Syntax and Semantics of Ines Constraints
We assume a set of variables ranged over by x; y; z and a signature that de nes a set of function symbols f; g and their respective arity n 0. Constants (i.e. function symbols of arity 0) are denoted with a and b.
Trees. We base the de nition of trees on the notion of paths since we wish to include in nite trees. Paths will turn out central for our proofs in Section 5. A path p is a sequence of positive integers ranged over by i; j; n; m. The empty path is denoted by ". We write the free-monoid concatenation of paths p and q as pq; we have "p = p" = p. Given A (possibly in nite) tree is a set of pairs (p; f) that is non-empty, pre x closed, arity complete, path consistent, and arity consistent. The set of all (possibly in nite) trees over is denoted by Tree and the set of all non-empty sets of trees by P + (Tree).
Ines Constraints. An INES constraint t 1 t 0 1^: : :^t n t 0 n is a conjunction of inclusions between rst-order terms t de ned by the following abstract syntax.
t ::= x j f(t)
Here and throughout the paper, t stands for a sequence of terms and we assume implicitly that the length of t coincides with the arity of f. We interpret INES constraints over the structure P + (Tree) of non-empty sets of trees. In this structure, a function symbol f of is interpreted as elementwise tree constructor and the relation symbol as subset relation. We call a rst-order formula over INES constraint satis able if it is satis able in the structure P + (Tree). Two rstorder formulae over INES constraints are called equivalent if they are equivalently interpreted in P + (Tree).
Flat Ines Constraints. For algorithmic reasons, we use an alternative constraint syntax in the sequel. First, we restrict ourselves to at terms f(x) and x instead of possibly deep terms t. Second, we use equalities x=f(y) rather than inclusions x f(y) and f(y) x (this is a matter of taste). And third, we need binary non-disjointness constraints x6 j j y. Their semantics is given by the equivalence to the formula x\y6 ; over sets of trees. Over non-empty sets of trees, x6 j j y is equivalent to 9z(z x^z y). Crucially, however, nondisjointness constraints x6 j j y avoid explicit existential quanti cation in our algorithm.
These three steps lead us to at INES constraints ' de ned as follows.
' ::= ' 1^'2 j x y j x=f(y) j x6 j j y
We identify at INES constraints ' up to associativity and commutativity of conjunction, i.e., we consider ' as a multiset of inclusions x y, equalities x=f(y), and non-disjointness constraints x6 j j y.
From now on, we will consider only at INES constraints and call them constraints for short. This is justi ed by the following Proposition. Let the size of a constraint ' be the number of function symbol occurrences plus variable occurrences in '.
Proposition 1. The satis ability problems of INES constraints and of at INES
constraints have the same time complexity up to a linear transformation.
Axioms and Algorithm
We present a set of axioms valid for INES-constraints interpreted over non-empty sets of trees. In a second step, we interpret these axioms as an algorithm that solves the satis ability problem of INES constraints. The correctness and the complexity of this algorithm will be proved in Section 5. Table 1 . Axioms of INES constraints over non-empty sets of in nite trees Table 1 contains ve rules A1-A5 representing sets of axioms. 1 The union of these sets is denoted by A. For instance, a rule x x represents the in nite set 1 Note that these axioms di er from the ones given in the introduction. The constraints used there are not at and the variable-variable case x y and x6 j j y are omitted.
Indeed, the axioms in the introduction are semantically complete, although this is non-trivial to see and depends on the correctness of the algorithm presented here.
of axioms that is obtained by instantiation of the meta variable x with concrete variables. Note that an axiom is either a constraint ', an implication between constraints ' ! , or an implication ' ! ?.
Proposition 2. The structure P + (Tree) is a model of the axioms in A.
Proof. By a routine check. We note that the non-emptiness assumption of P + (Tree) is essential for axioms A2 and A3:1.
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The Algorithm. x=f(x)^x=f(z)^z=a ! ? Algorithm A may add x x by A1:1, then x z with A2, then x6 j j z by A3:1, and nally terminate with ? with A4.
Example 4. We need another structural argument based on A5 for deriving the unsatis ability of the following constraint.
x=f(x)^z x^z y^y=f(x 0 )^x 0 =a ! ? Algorithm A may add x6 j j y after several steps as shown in Example 2. Then it may proceed with x6 j j x 0 via A5 and terminate with ? via A4.
Termination. Algorithm A can be organized in a terminating manner by adding a simple control. Given an input constraint ', we add only such constraints x6 j j y and x y to ' which are not contained in '. We also restrict reexivity of inclusion x x to such variables x occurring in '. Given Proposition 4. Every A-closed constraint ' is satis able over P + (Tree).
The proof of this statement is the subject of Section 5. There, we construct the greatest solution for a satis able constraint (Lemma 9). Note that constraints in general do not have a smallest solution (consider x f(x y)). 
Completeness
The goal of this Section is to prove the completeness of our algorithm as stated in Proposition 4. We have to construct a solution for every A-closed constraint.
The idea is to construct solution in a substructure of P + (Tree) the structure of tree pre xes.
Tree Pre xes. A tree pre x is a set of pairs (p; f) that is pre x closed, path consistent, and arity consistent. Note that every tree is a tree pre x. The set of all tree pre xes is denoted by Pre x. We can naturally interpret INES constraints over tree pre xes such that Pre x becomes a structure. Function symbols f 2 are interpreted as tree pre x constructors (generalizing tree constructors). The inclusion symbol is interpreted as the inverted subset relation on tree pre xes that we denote with (i.e., 1 2 i 1 2 ). The relation 1 6 j j 2 holds over Pre x i 1 2 is path consistent (and hence a tree pre x).
Proposition 6. Pre x is a substructure of P + (Tree) with respect to the embedding Trees : Pre x ! P + (Tree) given by: Trees( ) = f 0 j 0 is a tree such that 0 g 
6 Non-Empty Sets versus Trees
We discuss interpretations of INES constraints over tree pre xes and over nonempty sets of trees. For the fragment of equality constraints we also consider an interpretation over trees.
Theorem 11. Given an INES constraints ', the following three statements are equivalent:
1. ' is satis able (over P + (Tree)). 2. ' is satis able over Pre x. 3. ' is satis able in some model of the axioms in A.
Proof. 1) to 3). If ' is satis able over P + (Tree), then it is satis able in some model of A, since P + (Tree) is a model of A by Proposition 2.
3) to 2). Let ' be satis able in some model of A. Algorithm A terminates when started with ' by Proposition 3. It outputs a constraint (and not ?) that is equivalent to ' in all models of A. is A-closed and hence satis able over Pre x by Lemmata 9 and 10.
2) to 1). If ' is satis able over Pre x then it is satis able by Corollary 7. 2
An equality constraint is a conjunction of equalities x=y and x=f(y). Over P + (Tree), equalities can be expressed by inclusions since the inclusion ordering is antisymmetric (x=y $ x y^y x). Theorem 12. The three rst-order theories of equality constraints over nonempty sets of trees, over tree pre xes, and over trees coincide (i.e., of the structures P + (Tree), Pre x and Tree). 3 Proof. This follows from the fact that all axioms of the complete axiomatization of trees 18, 19, 12] are valid for non-empty sets of trees. This holds for the axioms of the form 8y9!x(x 1 =f 1 (x y)^: : :^x n =f n (x y)). Validity of the other axioms is immediate since they are already contained in A with inclusion replaced for equality.
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In contrast, rst-order formulae over inclusion constraints can distinguish the structures P + (Tree) and Pre x. A formula that holds over Pre x but not over P + (Tree) is given by 8x(a x^b x ! 8y(y x)) where a 6 = b. Another formula distinguishing both structures comes with a constraint-based reformulation of the coherence property (de ned for complete partial orders in 6]). We say that an ordering relation satis es the coherence property if it satis es the following formulae for all nite sets I (where inclusion symbol is interpreted as the given ordering). The program variables P, Q, X, Y, and Z are mapped to constraint variables p, q, x, y, and z, and the program subexpressions are mapped to constraints as indicated in the comments. The conjunction of these constraints is checked for satis ability and the program is rejected if this test fails. The above program is rejected since its analysis implies z a^z b which is unsatis able.
We have implemented a type analysis system based on INES-constraints and use it experimentally for Oz programs. The full description of the type analysis system is out of the scope of this paper and will be reported in 23].
B Omitted Proofs Proposition 1. The satis ability problems of INES constraints and of at INES
constraints have the the same time complexity up to a linear transformation.
Proof. With respect to the structure P + (Tree), every at INES constraint is equivalent to a rst-order formula over INES constraints.
x=f(y) $ x f(y)^f(y) x x6 j j y $ 9z(z x^z y):
Conversely, every INES constraint is equivalent to a rst-order formula over at INES constraints.
x f(t) $ 9y9z(x y^y=f(z)^z t) t t 0 $ 9x(t x^x t 0 ) f(t) x $ 9y9z(t z^f(z)=y^y x)
These equivalences can be interpreted as constraint transformers from INES constraints into at INES constraints and vice versa. Hence, for every INES constraint there exists a satisfaction equivalent constraint and vice versa. It is easy to organize the transformations such that they preserve the size of constraints up to a factor of 2. Hence, the complexity of the satis ability problems is preserved. u t Lemma 9. Every A1-A2-closed and path consistent constraint is satis able over Pre x.
Proof. Let ' be A1-A2-closed and path consistent. We de ne a variable assignment pre x ' into Pre x as follows:
; p fg The path consistency of ' (condition 1) implies the path consistency of pre x ' (x). Thus pre x ' (x) is a tree pre x (one can show this by induction over p). We now verify that pre x ' is a solution of '. ; ip g. Thus, f(pre x ' (y 1 ) : : : pre x ' (y n )) pre x ' (x). For the converse inclusion, we rst show that ' satis es the following two properties for all g and i: or with an empty pool. In the latter case, the above invariants ensure that the nal store is A-closed and equivalent to the initial constraint ' 0 .
Let a basic constraint be of the form x y, x6 j j y, or x=f(y). Reduction can be implemented by recursively executing the following sequence of instructions:
1. Select a basic constraint ' 0 from the pool. If ' 0 is contained in the store delete if from the pool and nish. is not contained in the store then add it to the store.
3. Add ' 0 to the store and delete it from the pool.
We rst discuss the necessary data structures for implementing the reduction in a restricted case. In a second step we show that these restrictions can be omitted.
R1
The algorithm is o ine, i.e. the input constraint ' 0 is statically known. R2 The arity of constructors in ' 0 is bounded by a constant, say k. R3 ' 0 contains at most one equality per variable.
Let m be the number of variables in ' 0 . The pool can be implemented such that it provides for the following operations (for instance as a queue).
{ select and delete a basic constraint from the pool in O(1). { add a basic constraint to the pool in O(1). 
D Finite Trees
The satis ability of INES constraints depends on the interpretation over sets of nite or in nite trees.
Example 6. For instance, the constraint x f(x) is satis able over sets of in nite trees by x 7 ! ff(f(f(: : :)))g, but non-satis able over sets of nite trees.
The results of Section C carry over to the nite tree case when we add the \occurs-check" axiom A6 from Table 2 to axiom set A. In particular, Lemma 9 and Theorem 5 can be adapted. Call Tree n the set of nite trees. ;p x for some path p 6 = " Proof. The o ine version of our algorithm may perform the occurs-check upon termination. This is linear in the size of the nal constraint and cubic in the size of the start constraint. The online version must schedule the occurs-check after every step. This is constant if the closure of the reachability relation between variables is (just like ) implemented by a table of size quadratic in the number of variables.
E Standard Set Constraints
In this section, we take a alternative approach to achieve the expressiveness of INES constraints. We consider a class of standard set constraints by interpreting INES constraints over possibly empty sets of trees and allowing for explicit nonemptiness constraints x6 ; (\x denotes a non-empty set"). We show that the cubic algorithm for INES constraints can be adapted to this fragment of standard set constraints at the cost of additional axioms. We extend our constraint syntax with explicit non-emptiness constraints as follows.
' ::= ' 1^'2 j x=f(y) j x y j x6 j j y j x6 ;
(1) We interprete these constraint either in the structure of sets of trees P(Tree) or in the structure of sets of nite trees P(Tree n ). Due to the constraint x6 ;, satis ability of set constraints di ers depending on the choice of nite or in nite trees. This is not the case without x6 ; as we will show below (Corollary 20).
Example 6 adapts as follows.
Example 7. The constraint x6 ;^x f(x) is satis able over sets of in nite trees by the variable assignment x 7 ! ff(f(f(: : :)))g, but non-satis able over sets of nite trees.
{ Constraints x y are trivially satis ed by . { If y=f(: : : x : : :) in ', then y6 ; cannot be in ' due to B7:2. Hence (y) = ; (f(: : : x : : :)). { If x=f(y 1 : : : y n ) in ', then y i 6 ; cannot be in ' for some y i due to B7:1.
Hence (x) = ; = (f(: : : y i : : :)). { If y x in ', then y6 ; cannot be in ' due to A3 0 and B8. Hence (y) = ; (x).
For the in nite tree case assume ' to be B-closed with the exception of A6'. Then by Lemma 9, there exists a satisfying variable assignment into P + (Tree). Apart from that, the above argument is unchanged.
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Theorem 18. The satis ability of conjunctions of inclusion constraints and non-emptiness constraints over sets of nite trees can be tested in O(n 3 ).
Proof. The axioms in Table 3 again induce a xed point algorithm for the satis ability test. By carrying over the techniques for the complexity results from Section C, we obtain the same complexity bound. ; p x for some p 6 = ", then also x ' ; p n x for every path p n = pp : : : p (n-fold concatenation). Thus, for every pre x q of such a path p n , there exists a non-constant function symbol f 2 and a term f(y) such that x ' ; q f(y). If x6 ; 2 ' then ' contains a conjunction expressing that t x for some ground term t. (2) But then there exist n 1 and a pre x q of p n leading to a leaf in t. Thus, (q; a) 2 t for some constant symbol a 2 . If x ' ; q f(y), we can show by induction over q that there exist z; z 0 such that z=a, z z 0 , and z 0 =f(y) in '.
From B7:2, and A3 0 we obtain z6 j jz 0 and hence, ? is a consequence of Axiom A4 which contradicts the assumption. Corollary 20. The satis ability of atomic set constraints is invariant with respect to the interpretation over sets of nite or in nite trees.
